
Town Meeting Minutes
Date: October 5, 2021

Announcements:

Library Announcements
Bridges to Independence is hosting a run this
weekend to raise money.
Brownies and Books - I Block activity

Next week is the first chorus concert in the
building - 10/13
The instrumental concert will also be next
Tuesday

Motions:

Halloween Schedule - Casey
- B block would be on Thursday and the equity team would be

on Friday.



- That activity block would be used as a halloween activity
block.

- We will have a costume contest and games.
- Detail are to come, it might be outside or inside

Motions Passes

Winter Break Schedule - Casey
- Schedule change for the day before winter break starts.
- A proposed schedule change that would give us b block on

Thursday the 16th and move the activity block to Friday the 17th.
The schedule would be a double activity block in the afternoon.
Motion Passes

Restart Anime Club -
- There is already a teacher sponsor
- It meets Monday at I block
- Both middle and highschool club
- Watching anime and discussing it afterwards also planned activity
- Motion Passes

Turkey Parade/Schedule - Eleanor
- 2 years ago we did a parade the day before Thanksgiving break
- That is usually also our Turkey bowl day
- We built floats and wore class activities
- The fire trucks lead us down the street
- Friendly amendment that we wouldn’t have town meeting or d block, we

would then have a double activity block to incorporate the parade into this
- We miss lots of days in November, could we miss a b instead of a d block?
- We’ll start the day with d and cancel b
- Eleanor can count and check and the schedule can be further reformed
- The previous weeks TAs would be dedicated to float building
- For the parade some grades dressed as part of their float, whatever your

grade theme is



- Clubs can also be part of the parade with floats
- We should invite Schriver friends to the parade to either participate or to

watch it
Motion Passes

Teacher Rap Battle  - Ivo
- A proposed teacher rap battle every year
- Any teacher can participate
- Students wouldn’t participate in it
- Championship
- It can’t be mandatory
- Dan - how many teachers would sign up?
- Some teachers have already said they would do it if a motioned

passed
- What will the teachers rap about? - whatever they wanted
- The language teachers would have to rap about what they wanted
- This would be in the auditorium on the stage
- The students would vote
- Friendly amendment to make a committee to set everything in stone

and to create a solid plan
- The amendment was accepted
- This year we just do it at the end of the year?
- When will the committee meet? - probably I block or lunch
- There would be a theme
- Motion passes

Soccer Club - Yassin
- Start a soccer club
- There is a teacher sponsor - would meet Monday at I block
- Anyone is allowed to come
- Meet in the gym and head towards the terraces
- Start with the basics of soccer and then move towards

schrimages



Discussions:

Elevator use -
- There was an incident last week when people who had to use

the elevator couldn’t use it because people who didn’t have to
use the elevator were using it

- How can we be more respectful about our elevator use
- If people could be really intentional about their use
- Maybe not set rules, but try to let people be more thoughtful
- Grant - we should have a limit on the number of people who can

used the elevator
- Ann - Be respectful, leave the elevators for people who need it

more, some people need to used the elevator more quickly than
others, do the right thing and get off the elevator for those who
need it more

- We could split up on the elevators
- Katrina - some people look fine, but have medical conditions that

can’t be seen
- Kate - how many floors are you climbing? Do we have a set

number of floors that are okay? How many floors are okay for the
elevator use?

- If you’re going up five floors is it okay to used the elevator?
- Hang - lots of people don’t have the time management - students

should be mindful of the time
The two discussions are tabled for next time

Single Stall Bathrooms
Stairs


